
QUIZZIZ CAPTAIN FANTASTIC

15 Preguntas

NOMBRE : 

CLASE  : 

FECHA  : 

1. What is the main topic of the �lm?

A Love for nature B The loss of a loved one

C Family and freedom D Weapons in the USA

2. How do they obtain their food?

A breeding cattle B hunting animals

C at the supermarket D herding sheep



3. What sports do they practise?

A athletics B yoga

C swimming D climbing and training exercise

4. What musical arts do they master?

A They write songs B They play several instruments

C They play their father´s guitar D They dance

5. What is his main hobby?

A vertabrates´fossils B hunting insects

C snakes D mammals fur

6. Where are they going to ?

A on holidays B to their mother´s funeral

C to celebrate their grandad´s birthday D They were thrown out of the forest



7. Now they are...

A at a �rst communion celebration B at their father´s wedding

C at a funeral D at a wedding

8. What is the cause of their mother´s death?

9. What was her religion?

A Muslim B Catholic

C Buddhist D Hindu

10. How do they survive?

A with their mother´s money B buying things

C their grandparent´s �nancial help D Stealing

11. Did their mum want them to go to school?



12. What are the animals they are trying to hunt?

A sheep B ducks

C deer D bisons

13. They are their

14. What are they talking about in this scene?

A they have to play video games B they have to learn too much

C they haven´t passed the ESO exams D the kids shouldn´t be isolated

15. How many Oscars was the �lm awarded?

A One for the best adapted script B it was only nominated but awarded in Cannes

C three D one for the best actor


